Title word cross-reference

10^{10^6} [455], 3 [496], + [23], II [91], K [677, 429, 553, 581, 391, 612, 377, 499, 446, 254, 304, 488, 500, 545, 489, 686, 653, 342, 441, 483], kk [643, 681], n [164, 409], pq [570], t [512], tt [643].

* [92, 96, 94, 78].


1999 [192].


3X [475].

‘98 [144].


Cache [313, 321, 66, 497, 329, 546].
Cache-conscious [313, 321].


geometric [386]. Given [164]. Global [195, 21, 663, 513]. globally [663]. Glue [33]. 
gram [409]. grammars [366]. grams [570]. granularities [173, 541]. Graph [675, 529, 532, 476, 175, 583, 600, 622, 554, 644]. 

Hadoop [640]. HaLoop [558]. Handling [61]. hardware [561]. Harvesting [519]. 
Hierarchy [110, 111]. High [47, 84, 647, 67, 605, 279, 520, 592, 203, 328, 176, 248]. 

High-Dimensional [47, 279, 203, 328, 176, 248]. High-Level [84]. highly [566, 574]. Hippocratic [307]. 
histogram [625]. Histograms [358, 388, 530]. Historical [69, 70, 333]. History [147]. Hit [52]. hitters [680]. 
Hybrid [621, 616, 289]. HyperFile [50]. Hypergraphs [113]. HyperStorM [109]. 


Inverted [17, 18]. involving [175]. IR [344]. isolation [663]. Issue

Joins [135, 570, 569, 436, 277, 662]. Joint [135, 570, 569, 360, 436, 277, 662].


Labeling [280]. Language [59, 61, 84, 294, 586, 161, 173, 593, 340].

Language-based [586]. Languages [71, 12, 80, 32, 31]. Large [124, 619, 451, 152, 211, 558, 404, 635, 250, 270, 446, 677, 637, 212, 396, 578, 575, 383, 474, 172, 386, 602, 511, 602, 572, 675, 571, 605, 554].


Lp-norm [548]. LRU [68].


metaphysical [351].

Method
Two-Dimensional type-ahead [463, 552, 110, 111].

Twitter TV-Tree [47].

Tutorial [349].

trust [349].

traversals [499, 671, 543].

trajectory [540, 671, 539, 493, 538, 639, 668].

Transaction [5, 1, 101, 10, 24, 100, 195, 628, 411, 356, 442], transaction-time [407].

Transaction [125, 206].

Transactions [27, 9, 663], transformations [223, 281, 607], transforms [303].

translation [403, 481, 188, 448].

transparent [592].

traversals [73].


Tree-based [383].

tree-like [388].

tree-pattern [420, 498].

Trees [104, 133, 19, 616, 282, 300, 645, 284, 442].

trichotomy [458].

Trie [569].

trie-based [569].

Tri-join [569].

tries [417, 497].

triples [616].

Trust [449].

Trustworthy [349].

truth [105].

tuning [472, 443, 314, 322].

Tutorial [4, 7].

TV [47].

TV-Tree [47].

twig [606, 469, 589].

Twitter [636].

Two [46, 548].

two- [548].

Two-Dimensional [46].

Type [81, 552, 110, 536, 111].

type-ahead [536].

Type-safe [81].

Types [55, 122].

typicality [446].

Ubiquitous [181].

uncertain [315, 323, 463, 453, 515, 488, 583, 445, 514, 545, 454, 491, 543, 579, 604, 675].

uncertainty [350, 431, 567, 665].

Understanding [25, 479, 617].

undirected [588].

unified [670, 521].

Uniform [60].

uniformity [623].

units [524, 662].

UnQL [161].

unscaleable [628].

unstructured [343].

unsupervised [255].

untrusted [533].

Unveiling [540].

Update [153, 285, 263, 443, 547, 220, 655].

update-intensive [443].

Updates [14, 117, 467, 364, 442].

Updating [54, 562, 251].

UpStream [547].

User [191, 462].

User-cognizant [191].

users [477].


utility [653, 692].

Utility-based [692].

UV [604].

UV-diagram [604].

V* [484].

V*-kNN [484].

valid [362].

Value [378, 11].

Value-Based [11].

valued [235, 513].

Values [71, 26, 435].

Variable [137, 13].

Variable-Bit-Rate [137].

vector [310, 318, 336].

vectors [176].

verification [426].

Versatile [79, 342].

version [65].

Versioning [30].

vertical [232].

vertically [428].

Very [152, 250, 474, 386, 658, 176, 572].

via [231, 648, 627, 312, 320, 653, 554].

video [247, 571].

View [119, 163, 311, 319, 38, 210, 244].

View-Objects [38].

Views [211, 275, 107, 113, 467, 297, 193, 245, 311, 319, 189, 434].

violations [632].

virtual [307, 434].

visible [526].

visual [637, 172, 249].

ViSWeb [249].

VLDB [144, 516, 557, 689, 470, 253, 427, 309, 317, 590, 143, 144].

VLL [693].

VOD [142].

VoIP [413].

Voronoi [412, 604].

vp [164].

vp-Tree [164].

warehouse [223].

warehouses [194].

warping [382, 437, 603].

Watermarking [230].

WaveCluster [152].

Wavelet
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